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About This Game

** Stream Animals Currently only works for Twitch.tv Streamers **

Stream Animals brings you closer to your streaming community. You and your viewers try to be the last one standing as the land
falls into the water.

Your viewers use your streaming channel chat to decide their moves. Then the fun begins as random or voted events trigger
falling blocks, player fights, or birds coming to get them!

As the last animal standing, doesn’t always mean you’re the winner. If the birds and players don’t get you, the events can still
take you out!

Features

Play with your stream chat through Twitch.

Viewers can vote on events.

Up to 64 players from your stream chat.

Map size scaling based on player count.
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10 Events that can be toggled on/off

4 Level themes with 3 scaling sizes
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This game has a ton of potential (mainly because I love the setting). That being said the AI currently just sits and waits for me to
go kill them. I think this game would be better as a turn-based game rather than a real time game. Much easier to manage the
game that way and could possibly get some active AI. Also, I beat the game in roughly 90 minutes, which is stupid fast for an
empire management game.
Here is a list of what I suggest should be in the game:
1. AI that will play the game.
2. A diplomacy system. (not asking for a ton, maybe just be able to say at war or not at war)
3. Turn-based rather than real time. (That's a tall order at this point, but with how the game plays it would be better)
4. A trade system for the trade goods.
5. Player starts with an income. (you seriously start with no income or army and wait like 5 months to start moving)

Please at least consider these suggestions, I think it would make the game stupid fun.. Nice gameplay, ok graphics, three classes.
No servers, you can onnly play with bots.. It's just fun. Cool game
Just try it guyz. Idol Hands takes a godly amount of time to actually start getting interesting and that's only if you can survive the
dodgy voice acting during the unskippable tutorial which, let's face it, sounds like it was recorded from a tin can connected to
some string. The fact that in a game where you literally play a god, it was bizzare that my actions were limited by mana and
subsequently I never actually felt like I had any meaningful input and didn't feel empowered as a god. All this and a bizarre
choice of camera controls all added up to a pretty boring experience.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sTQ0wm-NMNc. The most hard boiled character in the entire series.. Really liked it :D
#Knut. The best $0.79 I have ever spent!
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A mobile game ported to Steam.
It is fun to play, but if you don't hit the victim exactly on *that* spot, it will not count as kill. They could expand the kill area a
little bit. For me this killed the game.. The last of the trilogy. Again it has the standard Campaign with 3 difficulies to choose
from, There is still free play and co-op. Now there is also a new survivor mode.. A really fun pixel game, and absolutely worth
the price on sale!

-Pros
-Lovely pixel art
-Nice music,
-Tight controls
-A good mix of exploration & combat
-A variety of upgrades and sub unlocks
-Low sys reqs lets you run it even on older laptops and antiquated office computers.

-Cons
-No ability to remap keyboard controls (Frustrating for some, and game stopping for left handed players.)
-Relatively short game. (Only 4 areas + a final boss battle and I'm on area 3 after only 1.6 hours played.)

Overall: While I'm on the fence about it being worth $7.00, at the current -85% off sale it's well worth picking up, will easily
give 3+ hours of entertainment, (Likely 10+ counting future playthroughs.) and is a nice way to relax on lunch break.. simple
logic but fun. Only speaking from playing through (what I see as the whole Hamlet Sr. storyline), this is a choose-your-own-
adventure version of Hamlet, except it's very funny, and has a sort of absurdist sense of humor and gets very meta.

If you're a fan of Shakespeare or of choose your own adventure style games, this is definitely a really good choice. There are
tons of moments where you will laugh out loud, but again, this is really if you get the sense of the humor the author of the game
has.

"You decided your son has to kill the king - because - why?". Played this game for years both in it's original incarnation and
Horizons and while it has had it's teething problems it's been a pretty fun game to spend my free time on.. Big shoutout to
Richard for this sequel, highly recommend this game, and screw those who were babbling about how sexist this game is
(Guardian I am looking at you).
I am so glad to see SS3 is coming next year. Really fun and enjoyable, and sort of educational if you happen to be looking for
that aspect.

P.S. Great Chinese localization, pretty subtle overall.
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